Editorial

‘Democracy is the worst system of government except for all the others.’
Attributed to Winston Churchill.
There are familiar names in our Summer Journal; Mary Cooper Gallo has written a detailed and
well remembered piece on the Bungalow she and her family lived in during the 1950s. We had
hoped for some feedback on her last article on the school and especially the gallery but no-one
seems to remember it. On the subject of memories, Angela has written of her early days training as
a nurse. Neville Potter our Australian member is writing a piece on convicts who came from this
area which will be in our next edition. Bill and I were very pleased to welcome him and his wife on
their recent visit to England. We gave them a history walk round the village and pointed out the
various houses that had been occupied by Isons in the past. He has given us copy of all the
Censuses for Thriplow, a very generous gesture.
What would we do without Bill writing for our Journal? Once again he had produced some very
useful information for us.
There are several very short pieces this time, ideal for summer reading. I am in the process of
turning my thesis into a book, a very different animal, I am beginning to realize. When this is done
I want to return to my original interest, tracing the history of some of the old houses within the
village. We are so lucky to have so many old and attractive houses in Thriplow, the result of an
impoverished past, unlike today when houses are pulled down for no other reason than they are not
big enough or not fashionable enough for the wealthy people who want to live here. Luckily we do
have several owners who appreciate the history and significance of their houses and have enhanced
and preserved them for the future. To them we must be very grateful.
We start our programme of talks after the summer break on September 16 th with Tom Doig,
Chairman of the Cambridgeshire Association for Local History; telling us how to date our old
family photos, so do bring yours along for him to date. If only people wrote names and dates on the
back! Even digital photos can be dated and named; your descendants will thank you for it.
We are very sorry to bid farewell to Paul Nevett who has given us such friendly service in the shop.
Paul is moving on to pastures new and we wish him all the very best.
Shirley Wittering and Angela Rimmer, Joint Editors.
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The Bungalow before electricity.
By Mary Cooper Gallo

I may not remember things in such a detailed manner as my brother Robin, but I can remember the
kitchen fairly well. The floor was stone-flagged, and most of the back wall was taken up by a big,
black cast-iron range with metal decorations which was always ravenous for coke and coal. This
was not like modern ovens which only have the oven itself and cooking plates, but was made up of
many sections, each with its’ own purpose.
Above the range itself was a closed warming shelf for plates or extra pans and a pipe leading to
the chimney. Towards the left, there were five or six holes for pots and kettles. All had iron covers
which could be removed with a forked iron tool, exposing the coals burning underneath. Some of
the pan holes had concentric iron rings on them, enabling different-sized saucepans to be used for
cooking. Under the cook-top area was the grate on which the fire was made, a bin to collect the
ashes and a damper which controlled the speed at which the fuel burnt. Our neighbour, Auntie
Grace Sheldrick taught us that if a glass or bottle broke, it was to be put in the fire, and in the
morning when the cold ashes were raked out the sharp edges were melted and safe to be thrown
out.
In the centre of the range, there was the oven, with a thermometer in the oven door. Mum baked
us some memorable meals in this oven, because she was a good cook. Towards the right part of
the range, there were three little iron doors with latches,- the top one for warming bread, the middle
one for heating irons for ironing clothes, and the bottom one for heating bricks for our feet in winter.
The kettles vibrated musically while on the boil, because Mum put marbles inside to prevent the
accumulation of hard water scale. When a pot or a saucepan got a hole, it was set aside (together
with blunt knives or scissors and broken umbrellas) until travelling tinkers passed by, who
sharpened the knives and screwed and soldered oval metal patches over the holes.
Next to the range was the back door, and in the right-hand corner, the Copper. This was a solid
block of polished concrete with a big copper bowl set into it, under which a fire was lit in order to
boil the wash. When not in use, the bowl was covered with a round wooden lid. To wash clothes,
one had to fill the Copper with water brought in buckets from the pump outside. (Only after two
years did we get an inside hand pump over the kitchen sink). We used washing soda, harsh
yellow laundry soap, and laundry blue, which was a small bright blue block wrapped in material
which whitened the clothes and the heavy cotton or flannel sheets of the time. When the water
began to boil, the wash had to be stirred continuously with a laundry paddle, because there were
no rubber gloves at that time and the water was very hot.
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Then the difficult moment arrived. There was a two-handled zinc bath which was used to bathe
children or to collect the wet laundry, so with two paddles, mum and I would lift up the steaming
wet sheets, drop them into the basin and then rinse them when cool in the stone kitchen sink.
In the meantime, some of the dirty water was taken out of the Copper and more water put on to
boil with other clothes. To hurry up the process, we used to boil extra pans of water on the range.
In winter, we added a handful of salt to the rinse water to stop the clothes from freezing on the line.
Each load of rinsed laundry had to be put through the mangle once or twice, except for shirts or
clothes with buttons. In order to starch shirts or tablecloths, we prepared a mixture of powdered
starch diluted with water In which the clothes were immersed after the last rinse. Then they were
hung up on the clothes-line to dry with clothes-pegs hand-made by gypsies who passed by
occasionally, selling pegs and baskets
Ironing wasn’t easy without electricity. We had three or four cast-iron irons, which were not very
big but were certainly heavy. They were left to heat in the middle right-hand compartment of the
range, and could only be handled with care. There was always a smell of scorched cloth as rags
were wrapped around the metal handles to avoid burning one’s hands, and asbestos mats were
used to set down the hot iron. Mum did not have an ironing board, so she used several layers of
thin yellow blankets and old sheets on the wooden kitchen table. When the iron no longer fizzled
when you spat on it, it was returned to the range and another hot iron was taken out. When mum
was ill, I had to do the ironing, and I was terrified in case I burned one of dad’s shirts.
In the corner opposite the range, there was a smooth-surfaced concrete bath. The kitchen was the
warmest room in the house and there was no other bathroom, just a small room for washing one's
face and cleaning one's teeth. The bath had to be filled with hot water, but lacking running water, it
meant that buckets filled at the outside pump had to be brought in, emptied into several large pots,
brought to the boil on the range, and emptied into the bath. Needless to say, the water got cold
very quickly, so we children took turns to be the first one in the bath, or else we all bathed together.
When we got dirty between baths, the two-handled zinc bath was put in front of the warm range on
an oval rug that mum had hand-hooked out of strips cut spirally from old stockings, and we sat in it
in turn and were scrubbed thoroughly.
Mummy, and sometimes Dad, cut the boy’s hair, but after our hair was washed, Frances and I had
to go through the rite of ringlets. Mummy adored Shirley Temple films, and so we were sat on a
high stool, and with rags and long strips of cotton wool, she painstakingly wound our wet hair
around these makeshift curlers and then we were set outside in the sun to dry. Of course, without
electricity there were no hair dryers. The end result was a mass of shining ringlets, which she
completed with a perky white or pink ribbon. Frances, who was pretty and had a lovely smile
looked attractive, if not exactly Shirley Temple. I looked like an Easter egg.
Between the bath and the range, on the left-hand wall, was the door leading into the larder, or
pantry, with many unpainted wooden shelves for canned or bottled goods. As one entered, to the
upper right, there was a wooden box with a door, covered with fine wire mesh. This was the meat
locker, because not having electricity meant no refrigerator, so any meat we bought had to be
cooked quickly because it would spoil. At least the flies couldn’t get to it. Cheese was wrapped in
cheesecloth soaked in diluted vinegar to keep it fresh, whereas the little butter we could get, or
margarine was kept fresh by an ingenious contraption invented by dad. This consisted of a basin,
a clean brick, a clean flowerpot and a plate. The brick was put into the basin and half covered with
water. A plate containing the butter (or more often margarine), was placed on the brick. The
flowerpot was reversed, covering the plate and the brick, thus losing water through evaporation
and cooling the butter in the process!
Next to the pantry was the door to the coal bunker which was filled from outside. Usually we had
coke when we could get it, because it was cheaper than coal. There were four different kinds of
coal, The most expensive was the shiny black bituminous coal which gave out most heat and was
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kept for the fireplace. Then there was softer, smoky coal, and then two kinds of coke, One was
like oval hard buns and the other was a bit like large cinders.
In the winter of 1947, when we ran out of money, Robin (who was then four) and I swept up all the
coal dust and mixed it with water, sawdust and torn-up newspapers. Then we made the mixture
into balls and set them to dry. It was better than nothing.
There was no real bathroom in the house, just a place to wash ones’ face and an outside toilet.
We had chamber pots under the beds, emptied in the morning. Grandma Cooper, (Nanna) had
beautiful hand painted ones decorated with roses, so mum not to be outdone, painted ours too,
each with different flowers. There was no light in the lavatory, except for a candle in a jam jar with
a box of safety matches on a shelf. The ‘toilet paper’ consisted of squares of torn-up newspaper
threaded onto a piece of string and hung on a nail, while extra newspapers were left in a pile. One
evening, I had to go outside after supper, when it was already getting dark. I started reading a
newspaper (you know me, I read everything) and I lost track of time. I was too small to reach the
candle and the matches and it was getting darker and darker. Suddenly, under the door, there
was a scratching and a loud snuffling, as if some animal was trying to get in. I was terrified. The
animal kept sniffing and snorting and I climbed up on to the wooden toilet seat I thought it must
have been a fox or even a wolf, and even after it had gone away I remained there in the dark for
the longest time. When I finally got the courage to get down from the seat and go out to the back
door, I found that it was already locked, and that all the oil-lamps were turned off. Mum had
thought that I was already in bed, and I banged on the door to be let in, crying desperately.
To be continued:

SMITHY OPEN DAY
Many thanks to all those who came and helped at our Open Smithy Day. Peter Allen fired up the
forge and made a beautiful Iron Daffodil. Kevin and Carol Clarke, David Easthope, Geoff Axe,
Angela Rimmer and Bill and I had a good time cleaning and polishing tools and equipment. We
had a number of visitors which was lovely. Thanks too to John Keyworth for the gift of several
farming tools, we are always grateful for items of historical interest.
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ELECTIONS OF THE PAST
The recent election set me thinking about how members of parliament were elected in the past. In
England the 1832 Reform Act allowed men over the age of 21who owned land worth £10 to vote.
In 1867 the addition of adult male urban householders and male lodgers paying £10 for unfurnished
rooms added another 1.5 million people to the electoral registers; these qualifications were extended
to rural areas in 1884. In 1872 secret ballots were introduced, and in 1918 the Representation of the
People Act gave nearly all men aged 21 and over and women over 30 the vote. This meant that the
electorate was increased to 21 million. By 1948 plural voting whereby anyone living in one
constituency and owning property in another could vote for both was abolished, also abolished was
the right of Oxford and Cambridge students to vote in their home town and also in the University.
In 1969 the voting age was lowered from 21 to 18, though judging from the number of young men
and women who say they cannot be bothered to vote, one wonders whether this was a good thing.
There are two entries in the Cambridge Chronicle newspaper regarding the election of 1885, in
those days the election lasted from 24 November to 18 December 1885. A meeting was held in
Thriplow in a large barn belonging to Mr Asplen of the Bury.
‘1885 November 6th. - Conservatism - Mr.Charles Hall, Q.C., the Conservative candidate for the Western
Division of this county, addressed the electors in a very large barn, kindly lent by Mr. W. Asplen. Col.
Wales presided, and there was also present Archdeacon Lower, Mr. Wm. Hurrell, Dr. Perkins, the
Rev.L.Woodard, and Messrs. Ellis, Clear, Pain, Dean, John Bowman, Quarry and others. Altogether there
could not have been less than 300 persons present. Mr. Hall was well listened to throughout his speech and
loudly cheered again and again. Cheers were also given for the Queen.’

This was the first general election after an extension of the franchise and redistribution of seats. For
the first time a majority of adult males could vote and most constituencies returned a single-member
to Parliament. It saw the Liberals, led by William Ewart Gladstone, win the most seats, but not an
overall majority. As the Irish Nationalists held the balance of power between them and the
Conservatives, this exacerbated divisions within the Liberals over Irish Home Rule and led to a split
and another general election the following year.1 Nothing new there then.
Thanks to Geoffrey Axe we have a good collection of Poll Lists for Thriplow dating from 1722 to
1915. In 1722 only five people in Thriplow were eligible to vote for their county M.P. This
number stayed much the same until 1832 when it went up to 14; in 1868 it was still 14. In 1885
after the 1884 extension act, the number of Thriplow residents eligible to vote leapt to 81. In 1915
the number was 89.

1

Wikipedia
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Courtesy of www.cartoons.ac.uk/
Shirley Wittering
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TREE PLANTING IN MEMORY OF PETER SPEAK

On Saturday May 1st, a small group of Thriplow Society members gathered in the meadow of Newditch
Plantation to plant an Oak tree in memory of Peter Speak. Geoffrey Axe our Chairman spoke of Peter’s
work for the village, not just as our first Chairman but also with the School, Village Hall and the Meadows
Committee. It was he who introduced the annual orchid counts in Thriplow Meadows, with over 1,000
orchids being counted.*
The Oak tree which Geoff’s Daughter, Francesca, had grown was planted by Barbara Speak and their
youngest son, Christopher. Primroses, cowslips and forget-me-nots were planted around the base of the tree
and poppy seeds sown before a tree guard and deer guard was put up to protect the tree. We all then walked
around the wood in the spring sunshine.
Picture

Bill Wittering, Christopher and Barbara Speak, planting the Oak Tree.



For more on Peter Speak see Journal 17/1 2008



For more on the Orchid Meadows see Vol. 2/1 1993: Vol 8/2 1999: Vol 13/1 2004
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AN EVENING AT FOWLMERE NATURE RESERVE

The large Mere
On a beautiful evening in June several members of the Thriplow Society and their friends met at the
Fowlmere Nature Reserve for a guided tour by Doug Radford, the warden. We had been warned of
midges and mosquitoes but luckily for us they were nowhere to be seen.
The Reserve is owned by the Royal Society for the Protection of Birds (RSPB). It was bought by
the RSPB in 1977 using money raised in a sponsored birdwatch by the RSPB's junior branch. In the
1890s watercress began to be grown and ponds were dug and lined with clay. The watercress
growers gained more control over the water levels by driving pipes into the ground from which the
water bubbled to the surface and still flow when the water table is high enough. However due to
extraction of water for people in surrounding areas, the water flowing out of the spring has
decreased over its 19th century levels, and during dry periods the Environment Agency provides
extra water. The watercress was washed and packed on site before being taken by horse and cart to
Shepreth station and thence to Covent Garden Market in London. Watercress growing continued
until the 1960s. The abandoned cress beds became overgrown with reeds and the site is now
managed to preserve a wide variety of habitats.
The site covers 40 hectares. There is a 3 km nature trail and certain sections are wheelchair
accessible. Pond dipping can be organised by arrangement with the warden. On sunny days from
spring until late autumn adult dragonflies and damselflies can often be seen. If the reedbeds were
not managed, they would eventually dry out. To prevent this, every autumn a small section of reed
is cut and the reeds burnt or removed. Other areas are being managed to restore chalk grassland.
One area is grazed by cattle and sheep, which is helping to bring back wildflowers such as cowslips,
southern marsh orchids and Goatsbeard. Another area is mown in late autumn and the cuttings
raked off to prevent the soil from becoming richer and thus allowing stronger plants to take over.
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Geoff Axe, Bill Wittering and David Easthope enjoying the evening sunshine at the Nature Reserve.
The highlight for me was hearing the Cuckoo, the epitome of Spring and Summer; we haven’t heard it in
Thriplow for many years.
Shirley Wittering

WE SHALL REMEMBER THEM
Those who died in World War I
HENRY MOULE – Private 16358 7th Battalion Suffolk Regiment who died on Friday 5th April
1918. Commemorated on the POZIERES MEMORIAL, Somme, France, panel 25.
LESLIE MILLER – Lnce Corporal 15621, 11th Battalion Suffolk Regiment who died on Tuesday
9th April 1918. Age 22. Adopted son of Mary Ann Moule of Lower Street, Thriplow.
Commemorated on the PLOEGSTEERT MEMORIAL, Comines-Warneton Hainaut, Belgium,
panel 3.
BERTRAM FREEMAN NEEVES – Private 69999 7th Battalion The Queen’s (Royal West Surrey
Regt.) who died on Sunday 18th August 1918. Age 19. Son of John and Elizabeth Neeves of
Thriplow. Buried in TERLINCTHUN BRITISH CEMETARY Roclincourt, Pas de Calais, France,
Grave II D 12.
WILLIAM ALFRED FULLER – Private 320693 15th (Suffolk Yeomanry) Battalion, Suffolk
Regiment who died on Monday 21st October 1918. Age 21. Son of Alfred Robert Fuller, of Church
Street, Thriplow. Buried in ARRAS ROAD CEMETARY, Roclincourt, Pas de Calais, France,
Grave III O 6.
Unfortunately we have no photos of the above named men, if anyone has any pictures the editors
would be very pleased to copy them and return them.
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An autobiographical story from the 1960’s
This year it is 100 years since Florence Nightingale died. Amongst many other things she
introduced the first professional training for nurses, the basics of which are still followed today.
I benefited from this training over 40 years ago, but as the following story illustrates, it wasn’t
always easy! This is how it was for me:

‘A lump in the throat’
Angela Rimmer

It seems as if I had always wanted to be a nurse. I just never considered any other career. It’s odd
really as no-one else in my family is at all medical.
I think the idea implanted itself in my head at the impressionable age of seven whilst on holiday at
my auntie’s. I vaguely remember peering through the window of the Skipton Cottage Hospital and
seeing what looked like angels dressed in blue and white, flitting from bed to bed with beatific
smiles on their faces, and veils on their heads. They looked cool, calm and collected.
Of course in reality being a nurse is nothing like that. I blithely continued through the innocent and
ignorant idyll of childhood towards the fulfilment of my ambition regardless of the well meaning
advice given to me by friends and family – it’s hard work you know nursing – sure you’ve got
enough brains?, what about all those bowels, bedpans, bottoms and bunions! Etc... I was a
particularly naive and gullible child.
So in the January after I was eighteen I left my home in a sleepy Derbyshire village to go the
General Infirmary in the big city of Leeds to commence three years training as a State Registered
Nurse.
At first we spent three months in pre-training school (PTS) at a rather grand manor house called
Roundhay Hall. The most difficult tasks were learning to fold our linen caps into something
resembling head wear and keeping the seams straight in our thick black stockings. We practised
our ministering angel skills on a magnificent but poker faced life sized rubber dummy named Mrs
McPherson. Thankfully her reactions were always passive and implacable despite some of our
rough handling of some of the more delicate parts of her anatomy.
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The first real test was when we were let loose on the wards – sixty or so lambs to the slaughter.
Leeds infirmary is a huge Victorian edifice, the main corridor being ¼ of a mile long. The first few
weeks went along really well I thought. I managed a bed bath without tipping the water into the
bed, and my only mistake was to sprinkle a patient with Sacerin powder instead of talc, which was a
little itchy for him. I thought I was doing quite well and felt glamorous in my uniform; and a
patient actually called me ‘nurse’.
However the crunch came one busy morning on ward 25 when Sister Rose suddenly shouted at me
from the other end of the ward
“Nurse Peacock if I see you dawdling and day-dreaming as you push that trolley along the corridor
again I shall scream. We have more many more patients to attend to yet. If you don’t pull your
socks up you’ll never make a nurse!”
I blushed right up to the point where my cap struggled to cover my hair and mumbled “sorry Sister”
and then hid in the sluice in mortification. The fact that all the other staff and patients heard this
episode made me want to squirm with embarrassment and shame.
About five minutes after this ticking off I had to sit round Sister’s desk at report time with the other
nurses, all senior to me. To say the lump in my throat made it difficult to swallow is an
understatement of the first order. I simply wanted the ground to swallow me up and to go home and
sob my heart out.
They say that ‘ignorance is bliss’ but I had been drifting along thinking I was working hard. My
idea of moving fast was running for a bus or doing the egg and spoon race at the school sports.
Sitting round that desk trying not to cry is an experience indelibly printed on my mind, or should I
say heart. Sister was no doubt being cruel to be kind, and now with hindsight I can thank her for it.
But that day I just wanted to get out of there before the tears came spilling down. Oh Boy! It
seemed an eternity. And I couldn’t meet anyone else’s eye.
I was all for giving up my chosen career and running home to my mum and dad. However I stuck it
out, hung in there by the skin of my teeth. From that day there was a sea change in my attitude. I
began to look round, see what needed doing, plan my work, and use my brain.
Happily after three years of hard slog I did qualify and came to know the job inside out. The
crowning moment was when Sister Rose asked me if I would ‘staff for her’ . This meant that she
wanted me to be on her team, one of her staff nurses!
Alright she had been cruel to be kind, and it had been a rough lesson for me to learn but I wouldn’t
have been without that huge rock in my throat, sitting round that desk, agony though it was, because
it was one of the turning points in my life and was a lesson I desperately needed to learn.
I’m glad I didn’t cry though!
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How old is that tree?

The old Ash tree outside the Tithe Barn
The last of the old ash trees outside the Tithe Barn, Rectory Farm in Middle Street was taken down
recently. We thought it would be interesting to count the tree rings of the stump and see how old it
was. There were 125 rings at the widest part of the stump, making the tree 125 years old, that is
planted in 1885. The 6 inch 1886 OS map does not show this tree but then it would only have been
a few inches tall. We then tried another way to age it; we measured the diameter of the tree and it
came to 23 inches, this was halved to obtain the radius and multiplied by 12. This gave us an age of
138 years, a difference of 13 years. So the tree was probably planted between 1872 and 1885.
We noticed that there was an area of very wide rings, denoting plenty of growth, covering a period
some 40 – 60 years ago i.e. between 1950 and 1970. According to the Internet version of England
and Wales Rainfall series 1766-1980, and Central England Temperature 1659-1994, (University of
East Anglia, 1974), there were some very wet peaks during this time which may have encouraged
the tree to grow well.
Bill and Shirley Wittering.
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GOODBYE CENSUS?
The following is an excerpt from Wikipedia:
It has been proposed that the National Census which is taken every ten years might be abolished,
instead, the Government is examining different and cheaper ways to count the population more
regularly, using existing public and private databases, including credit reference agencies.
It will represent a historic shift in the way that information about the nation’s population, religion
and social habits is gathered. It will be too late to prevent the next Census on March 27, 2011 from
going ahead, although Mr Maude said he was looking at ways of reducing the £482 million cost.
Britain has carried out a Census every decade since 1801 with the threat of invasion by Napoleon
and continued with the exception of 1941 during the Second World War. It is the only time that
everybody in the country is counted, and is used by the Government to determine spending
priorities and track population movements.
Academics, charities and religious organisations all rely on information gathered in the Census as it
asks wide-ranging questions relating to people’s households, nationality, faith and marital status.
The information is also a significant source of research for future generations. The online
publication last year of the 1911 Census proved hugely popular, with three million people accessing
the database within its first few months.
Mr Maude, who has responsibility for the Census, told The Daily Telegraph that the Government
was looking for a “fundamentally” better way of doing it. “There are, I believe, ways of doing this
which will provide better, quicker information, more frequently and cheaper,” he said.
Mr Maude said Britain needed a new way to keep track of the population because the Census was
often inaccurate and out of date. About 1.5million households failed to fill in their forms in 2001.
The information from the 2011 Census will not be published until the middle of the following year,
at the earliest. By that time, many of the people whom the Census had counted would have moved
or died. Mr Maude said the Census was “out of date almost before it has been done” and was
looking at ways to count the population more frequently — perhaps every five years — using
databases held by credit checking firms, Royal Mail, councils and Government. “This would give
you more accurate, much more timely data in real time. There is a load of data out there in loads of
different places,” he said. Mr Maude said he hoped that the new way of counting the population
would be less intrusive. Questions for next year include the name, sex and date of birth of any
visitors staying overnight. He was also examining ways to save money on the 2011 Census, which
will be organised by the Office for National Statistics. However, Labour had already spent
£300million on the project.
It is common practice around the world for governments to carry out a census and the Government
is required by European Union law to count the population regularly.
Geoffrey Robertson QC, a constitutional barrister, said the news was “regrettable” since some sort
of count had been carried out by the monarch or government for almost 1,000 years.
“Future historians will be less able to interpret Britain in the Cameron/Clegg era as a result of this
decision — maybe that is the reason for it,” he said.
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David Green, a director of the Civitas think tank, said the decision was “a terrible mistake”. “It is a
question of whether the alternatives are reliable,” he said. “The Census is expensive but I think it is
worth the money for the historic continuity.”
Under the 1920 Census Act, citizens can be cautioned under the Police and Criminal Evidence Act
and fined £1,000 for failing to answer questions. However, the powers have not been properly
enforced previously. In 2001 just 38 people were fined for not filling in forms.
Editors note: Thriplow has been ‘counted’ many times in its long history. The first count was the
Domesday Book 1086, although this only named the owners of land, and just counted the heads of
households. The next survey was the Hundred Rolls of 1279, this was much more extensive and
named all the heads of households, and who they held land from.
In the fourteenth century there were various ‘Lay Subsidies’. These counted the number of men
who had enough income to pay a levy to the king usually to fund his wars. In 1379 there was a
Clerical Poll Tax, Thriplow had a Vicar and two chaplains. There was another ‘Lay Subsidy’ in
1523 and 1640.
The next large head count was the Hearth Tax (1662, 1664, 1666, 1674). For more on this see
Journal Vol. 8/3, 1995. This listed those who had a hearth and sometimes those who were exempt
because they were too poor to pay the tax. In the 18th century ‘Land Tax’ was introduced, land
owners paid their taxes according to how much land they owned. This list was used to calculate the
annual Poor Rate, and the Rate men paid towards the cost of Enclosure in 1840. This list was also
used to work out the cost of tithes, the rate men paid towards the upkeep of the Church. This was
very unpopular to non-conformists who saw no reason why they should pay for the upkeep of the
Anglican Church; it was commuted to extra land for the vicar at enclosure.
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Gleanings
In Memoriam – We are very sorry to hear of the death of Jack Howe on May 19th 2010 aged 79.
Jack was born at Duxford Grange and the family later moved to Choice Hall on the Newmarket
Road as his father was a shepherd for Mr Fordham. He had seven brothers and one sister. After his
father died the family moved to Duxford Grange cottages and would walk the five miles to
Thriplow School every day. He left school at 14 to work on Thriplow Farms.
Jack later worked as a roadman for Thriplow, he was a member of the Parish Council and was their
longest serving member. He ran the Youth Club and Young Farmer’s Club and was on the
Committee that ran the Village Hall for many years. He retired owing to ill health when he was 50
and then joined the Over 60s Club, being their youngest member.
Jack was a true village character and will be missed by those of us who knew him. As Geoff Axe
remembers ‘He was a member of the society and a very active member of the village. When we
first moved into Thriplow in 1985 he introduced himself to us as Jack Howe and he was a Parish
Councillor and was on the Village hall committee. I remember when I was a active committee
member for the recreation ground. He helped to plant some trees and put a concrete base down to
secure the bench seat which was donated to the village in memory of Mrs Smith who used to run
the post office and village shop before she was shot dead during a robbery. Jack would always be
seen getting shopping for those villagers who could not get out.
We are sorry to hear of the death of Mrs Edith Fuller, aged 98. Mrs Fuller was George
Sheldrick’s cousin and he generously, for many years, sent her the Thriplow Journal as she no
longer lived in the village.
We are also sorry to report the death of James Quinlan on July 10th. James was Chairman of the
Thriplow Society from 1997-2001.
I have received a very useful booklet from the Historic Buildings and Conservation, Essex County
Council listing many useful courses including Lime Plastering, wattle and daub, timber frame
repairs, building a new flint wall and building your own bread oven. If you are interested the web
site is www.essex.gov.uk or e mail traditional.buildingsklills@essex.gov.uk
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Lid of early thirteenth century stone coffin in Thriplow church
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